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Instructions:

(i) Assignment should be hand-written. Typed assignment will not be accepted.

(ii) Please solve this assignment on A4 size pages.

(iii) Avoid plagiarism. Mention reference properly at the end of each question.

(iv) Make diagrams wherever possible.

1. Describe a simplified detection system using an OR gate. [05]

For the pulse shown in the Figure below, graphically determine the following:
(a) rise time (b) fall time (c) pulse width (d) amplitude [05]

2. How does an exclusive-OR gate differ from an OR gate in its logical operation? [5]

3. Make circuit diagrams of the following expressions:

(a) X = AB + AB.

(b) X = AB + AB + ABC.

(c) X = A + B[C + D(B + C)].

[5+5+5]
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4. (a) Determine the bit sequence represented by the waveform in following Figure. A bit time
is 1 ms in this case.

(b) What is the total serial transfer time for the eight bits in the figure below? What is the
total parallel transfer time?

[05+05]

5. The input waveforms applied to a 4-input AND gate are as indicated in below Figure. The
output of the AND gate is fed to an inverter. Draw the net output waveform of this system.

[5]

6. As you have learned, the two logic symbols shown in following figure represent equivalent
operations. The difference between the two is strictly from a functional viewpoint. For the
NAND symbol, look for two HIGHs on the inputs to give a LOW output. For the negativeOR,
look for at least one LOW on the inputs to give a HIGH on the output. Using these two
functional viewpoints, show that each gate will produce the same output for the given inputs.

[5]
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7. Construct truth table for the following expressions:

(a) A + BC + D.

(b) AB + AC.

(c) (A + B)(C + D)C.

[5+5+5]

8. Simplify the following expressions by using rules of Boolean algebra. Mention the applied
rule name on each step too. [HINT: Read thoroughly chapter 4 for it. It’s quite simple to
understand.]

(a) AB(A + B)(B + B).

(b) (A + C)(AD + AD) + AC + C.

(c) A(A + B) + (B + AA)(A + B).

[5+5+5]
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